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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the process of genuinely attempting to live and share the Good
News of Jesus Christ with an

11

exploding 11 contemporary world, some people

have become increasingly desperate to know how!
This necessity, they have discovered, is disturbing multitudes
of sincere Christians in every walk of life.
turning from one

11

Many have found themselves

successful 11 method to another; while others have

"faithfully" held to some favorite or

11

honored 11 procedure.

But who has succeeded and who has failed?
of the task?

What are the standards

How is it known when one is actually succeeding?

Many

methods have been used throughout the history of the church.

Some have

come, some have gone; some have remained, some have returned.

What is

the measure of what is "good 11 and what is

11

bad 11 in this process?

At times some have begun to think that possibly neither they,
nor the particular methods they were using had been designed to fit the
unique circumstances of which they were a part.

On the other hand,

from time to time they were nsuccessful;" at least in some amount or
quality; but this was frequently only more perplexing because they
neither really knew why it had occurred nor how to perpetuate it.
Nor did they find it possible to accept the easy conclusing that
it was just the "spirit of the age. 11

It might be true, but they were

haunted by the feeling that possibly they had not adequately carried
out their portion of the responsibility; or that in spite of their

3

sincerity and zeal they might not have properly understood their part.
The writer has sought some answers to this enigma in studying such
fields as: psychology, education, theology, philosophy, Bible, history,
literature, etc.

In addition the writer has taught, led youth and adult

groups of various sizes and purposes; pastored churches and counselled
the confused, bereaved, penitent, seeking, confident, careless, and
indifferent.
At some time during this process, the writer became aware of
the vast new science of communication.

The more he read, the more he

sensed a kinship between their problem and his.

In fact, he began to

wonder whether they might have discovered some clues to help solve his
dilemma.
This idea the writer persued through a study of the history of
language, semantics, mass communication and the general communication
theory.

Though he is only novice in any of these fields and hardly that

in some, he has become convinced that what and how they are speaking is
at least pertinent to the problem faced by religious communicators.

Of

no small assistance in his coming to this insight were the works of such
contemporary authors as Hendrick Kraemer, 1 Eugene Nida, 2

l

Hendrick Kraemer, The Communication of the Christian Faith
(Philadelphia: The Westmin~r Press, 1956) . - - 2Eugene Ni.d a, Message and Mission ( London: Hamish Hamilton Ltd.,
1960) •

4
F. W. Dillistone, 3 J. B. Phillips, 4 and Harry DeWire.
I.

5

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Since those making careful study in the concept of

11

communica-

tion 11 had appeared to be facing similar problems to those of the
Christian educator, it was decided that it would be beneficial to seek
answers for the following questions: nDoes the contemporary concept of
.tcommunication·'· have any relationship to God's recorded revelation of
Himself? 11 ; "If so, does this Biblical 'communication' give us any indication as to the principles involved in the construction and judging of
contemporary means of Christian 'communication?'; and finally, "Is it
possible that in answering these questions one approaches the core of
Christian education?"

This study attempts to begin to answer these

questions.
II.

JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY

It is not as if nothing had been said in reference to these
thoughts.

Surely all of theology, history of Christian thought, as

well as Church history are closely related.

Likewise, the above men-

tioned authors, others listed in the bibliography and many more seem

3
F. W. Dillistone, Christiani!;! and Communication (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1956).

4

J. B. Phillips, ~aking Men Whole (London: Collins Press, 1955).
5Harry DeWire, The Christian
Communicator (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1959).
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to be facing into this problem.

Indeed, it appears that the changing

world mission scene and the challenging field of Christian counseling,
are both constantly making discoveries and inducing study in this area.
But in this limited investigation, the writer did not find anyone
who had approached the problem in the particular way he had chosen,
asking the specific questions.

They may have implied them, inferred

them or alluded to them; but it seemed logical that they should be
asked directly; because of the nature of the "eternal truth" being
shared, the complexity of the problems increasingly being faced and
the apparently already helpful interrelationship of the two fields of
11

communication 11 and "Christian education."
II I.

PROCEDURE OF DEVELOPMENT

To accomplish the aim, the writer chose first to discover a
succinct definition of the concept

11

communication. 11

In this the expe-

rience and knowledge of certain experts, as well as other general reading in the field, has been utilized; in addition to a semantic study
of the word

11

communicate. 11

Other authors certainly cannot be held responsible for the
writer's conclusions, but it is hoped that at least some logic has been
followed in ·the use of their information and in the final construction
of a "working" definition.
Next, the writer, using the formulated definition, attempted to

6

approach Scripture* as a communications man; and let the Bible itself
judge whether there was any relationship between the recorded "revelation of God 11 and the "idea of communication" as it was defined.

This

led naturally into an attempt to "spell out 11 some of the apparent
relationships in the terms of both fields.

Preparatory reading and eval-

uation for this task was done casually and in concentration over a
period of three years, in addition to the above mentioned experience.
The accumulated information then became the resource out of
which the writer endeavored to discover whether there might be some
tentative solutions to the original need for principles in the construetion and evaluation of the contemporary process of Christian education.
IV.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Obviously, the task was immense so that certain guidelines ultimately had to be established; although they were not finally set until
the period of writing which forced its consequent discipline of
communication.
As has been inferred, Special or Biblical Revelation was chosen
for this investigation rather than General Revelation; because it was
more objective and authoritative.

This was not to infer that the Gen-

eral Revelation was not related, but just that it was not chosen for

*The writer has chosen the Revised Standard Version of the Bible
for this work because it is the contemporary standard version. Other
authorized, standard and contemporary translations were used in study;
and all seemed to support and give insight toward the resultant
conclusions.

7

this study.
Another limitation emerged out of the very procedure of the
investigation itself.

Having spent all his life in the church and

over twenty years teaching and preaching the Bible, it would have been
easy for the writer to merely proof-text some new "notions. 11

And likely

this has not been completely avoided.
Therefore to alleviate this as much as possible, a genuine attempt
has been made to let the Scripture "speak" for itself.

Some resumes are

made from time to time, as well as contrasts and comparisons between
the facts and incidents of revelation and the ideas and theories of
communication; but it was felt that there was neither time nor space
in this investigation to "spell out" the multitude of implications.
The discovery of general relationships between the fields of
"comil!unication" and "Biblical revelation" and the possible unfolding of
some core principles to govern the mode and appraisal of the Christian
education process were the only goals.
V.

DEFINITIONS

For this paper the following definitions were assumed:
God.

Creator of all things known and unknown; interested in man.

Jesus Christ.

The authentic personal revelation of God in the

world.
The Bible.

The authentic recorded revelation of God to man; the

major confirmation and source of definition of all contemporary knowledge of Him.
Man.

A creature of God, made in God's image and capable·of

fellowship with God.

CHAPTER II
THE CONCEPI' OF COMMUNICATION

CHAPTER II
THE CONCEPT OF COMJ.IIDNICATION

It is obvious that words and ideas have history; that they are
11

rooted 11 in past circumstances and events and cannot be adequately

understood apart from these

11

roots. 11

Because of this, an investigation

was made of some of the semantic history of the term !lcommunication"
before turning to the way it has been used by contemporary authors.

I.
The word

11

SEMANTIC DEFINITION

communication" was found to be represented by Webster 1

as having come from the Latin com.lllUnicatus, past participle of
communicare, to communicate; which in turn is derived from communis
or common.
Word Roots
-Of immediate interest then, was the word communis or common
which Webster broke into its constituent parts:
together, in conjunction, jointly; combined with
obligation or with munia which means gift.
shown to express the idea of
shared.

~

~'

signifying with,

~which

means

Thus common could be

obligation £E_

~if t

held j?intlr £E_

The related Sanskrit word ma;tate was used to support and

illuminate this concept through its basic meaning of exchange.

~er's New International Dictionary of the English ~anguage,
Unabridged, (Springfield, Mass.: Mirriam Company, 193l~). Because of
the difference in classification of dictionaries page references were
considered useless by the writer.
1

10

Investigation revealed that this idea was carried over into the
1~.nglo-Saxon ~emaa
0

general."

~emeen,

ne which was defined by the words

11

common 11 or

Semantic kinship was likewise detected in the Danish

German gemein, Gothic gamains.

in the English words:

~'

This was also noted to be true

immune, migrate, municiple, munificent,

mutable, mutual, permeate.
This reasoning was confirmed by Webster's actual definition of
the term "common 11 as:

1. Belonging or pertaining to the community at large.
2. Shared equally or slinilarly by two or more individuals.
4. Of frequent or ordinary occurance or appearance; familiar
by reason of frequency; as, a common sight ••••
Continued research in Webster revealed that the word

11

cornmune 11

too was integrally related through its meaning of:
1. To share (with); also to have intercourse (with).
2. To converse or confer together; to take counsel; now
specifically, to converse intimately; to hold spiritual or
confidential intercourse.

Provided with this basic semantic background, one was more
prepared to comprehend the fundamental term,

11

communicate, 11 which

Webster described as meaning:
1. To impart, bestow, or convey; as to communicate a
disease or sensation; •••• 2. To make known; to give by way
of information; •••• 3. To share in common; to participate in ••••

Synon~s

Compared

The writer then determined that a further means of describing
communication might be to compare the three synonyms used in the
definition: impart, bestow and conver.

11

Bestow.

For the sake of this investigation the word "bestown

was considered first; and for authority the classic,
Synonyms 112 was consulted.

11

Crabb 1 s English

He stated that:

Bestow is compounded of be and stow, which, like the vulgar word stoke, come from the German stauen and stauchen, and
is an onomatopoeia, or representation of the action intended
to be expressed, namely, that of disposing in a place.
Crabb further elucidated

11

bestow 11 by comparing it to its syn-

onym confer.
Conferring is an act of authority; bestowing that of charity or generosity. Princes and men in power confer; people in
private station bestow. Honors, dignities, privileges, and
rank are things conferred; favoJS, kindnesses, and pecuniary
relief are the things bestowed. Merit, favor, interest, caprice,
or intrigue gives rise to conferrin§: necessity, solicitation,
and private affection lead to bestowing.
"Bestow, 11 therefore, though seen to be similar to communicate,
nevertheless was perceived to have the idea of giving or presenting
to without necessarily any implication of response, exchange or sharing as had apparently been revealed in the concept of communication.
Convei.

The synonym

11

convey 11 was next considered.

work it had be.en associated with such words as:

11

bear, 11

11

In Crabb's
carry" and

ntransport. 11
CONVEY, in Latin conveho, is probably compounded of con

and~' to carry with one •••• To~ is simply to take the
weight of any substance upon one's self, or to have the object

about one: to carry is to remove a body from the spot where it
was: we always ~ in carrii'I!.~, but we do not always carry
when we bear. Both may be applied to things as well as per-

2

George Crabb, Engli!h S}'!1on:t!'.1es (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1891). All words are listed as in a dictionary so that page references
seemed unnecessary.
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sons: whatever received the weight of anything bears it; whatever is caused to move with anything carries it. That which
cannot be easily borne must be burdensome to car;ry:: in
extremely hot weather it is sometimes irksome to bear the weight
of one's clothing ••• Conve;y and transport are species of carrying. Car!:l in its particular sense is employed either for
personal exertions or actions performed by the help of other
means; convei and trans~ort are employed for such actions as
are performed not by immediate personal intervention or exertion: a porter carries goods on his knot: goods are conveyed
in a wagon or a cart; they are transported in a vessel. Convez expresses simply the mode of removing; transport annexes
to this the idea of the place and distance.
Turning to Webster again, it was discovered that the idea of
transmission was also related to c_<?pvel•

But there were nuances •

• • ,.CONVEY usua.lly stresses the suggestion of a medium
which conducts or imparts; TRANSMIT suggests rather the process
of sending, or allowing to pass, through •••
So it was decided that one could assume that though associated
with the communication concept, they nevertheless seem to be more a
part of the communication Rrocesa.

In other words it might be stated

that one tried to find a way in which to convez or transmit the idea
he wished to communicate.
Im;i;:art.

Finally the synonym

0

impart 11 was scrutinized.

Webster was sought as the authority for this comparison.
COMMUNICATE, IMPART agree in the idea of a conveyance or
transfer of information or of qualities (no longer of tangible
or concrete thing); they differ chiefly in emphasis, communicate stressing the result, impart, rather the process of the
transfer. To COMMIJNICATE (the more general term) is to make
common to both parties or objects involved the knowledge or
quality conveyed; to IMPART, to share with another what is
regarded as primarily one's own; as, the sky communicated its
color to the sea; his courage communicated itself to his men;
the smoke impart~,.d its odor to his clothes; to impart one's
skill to others.

13

Resume' of Semantic Research
At this point, the writer became convinced that possibly the
most significant point to be seen emerging in the semantic study was
the living quality of the concept "communication 11 as expressed in its
best synonyms: common, commune, share, impart, exchange, participate.
These were found to be in contrast to other similar words which
though associated seemed actually more closely related to the communicating process, such as: convey, transmit, bestow, carry, transport.
Continued research manifested that this "dynamic 11 concept was
supported by the definition and usage of many authorities.

For this

inquiry, the following were chosen as representative.
II.

DEFINITION BY QUOTATION FROM SELECTED AUTHORITIES

Wilbur Schramm
Authentication.

Wilbur Schramm is now the director of the

Institute for Communication Research at Stanford University.

He

formerly had been associated with similar work in the University of
Illinois and has done considerable writing and editing in the field
of communication, especially 1'mass 11 communication.
In 1954 Schramm edited a book entitled,

11

The Process and Effects

of Mass Communication.n 3 The material had originated in the United
States Information Agency to supply background material in training

3vJilbur Schramm, ed., The Process and Effects of Mass Communication (Urbana, Illinois: University of--:fflinois Press:-1954).
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new employees.

The opening article,

11

The Process of Communication,"

was written by Schramm and presented an introduction to the concept.
It is perhaps significant that the material was originally published
in Japan and later in the fifty-third Yearbook of the Society for the
Study of Education.
Viewpoint.

After presenting the familiar Latin derivation of

the basic word, Schramm states,
When we communicate we are trying to establish a !!commonness11 with someone. T'nat is, we are trying to share information, an idea, or an attitude. At this moment I am trying to
communicate to you the idea that the essence of communication
is getting the receiver and the sender 11 tuned 11 together for a
particular message. At this same moment, someone somewhere is
excitedly phoning the fire department that the house is on
fire. Somewhere else a young man in a parked automobile is
trying to convey the understanding that he is moon-eyed because
he loves the young lady. Somewhere else a newspaper is trying
to persuade its readers to believe as it does about the
Republican
All these are forms of communication, and
the process in each case is essentially the same.5
Thus it was seen that Schramm's use of such words as
11

share, 11

11

tune, 11 "phone, 11

11

11

common,"

convey 11 and "persuade," seemed to confirm

and illuminate the semantically implied

sis on essence rather

than process.
Colin
--Authentication.

Colin Cherry is the Henry Mark Pease Reader

4!Ei£., First page of Foreword.
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in Telecommunication at Imperial College, University of London.

In

1957 he wrote the book "On Ruman Communication, fl which was published
jointly

the lflassachusetts Institute of Technology and John Wiley

and Sons, Inc. 6 At that time it was the first in a series of
"Studies in Communicationu and was to serve as,

11

Introduction. 11

In 1961, Science Editions, Inc., a paper back science series,
republished the book exactly as the original.

On the back cover the

publisher states,

On Human Communication discusses the opinions of internationally known authorities ••• The author'~ critical approach
cuts across a wide field of the literature, and his work
as a comprehensive source book of references, citations, and definitions.
Since it is natural for a publisher to promote his work in
such a way, they also quote in the same place from the Journal
Communication that

11

'This is 'must' reading for anyone interested in

the scientific study of human communication.

111

It is interesting and possibly significant to notice that in
his work on Mass Communications of 1960, Schramm mentions Cherry7 in
the bibliography section entitled

0

The Communication Process. 11

Schramm' s accompanying annotation suggests that; Cherry's book is
uAn attempt to combine some of the different scholarly approaches to
communication. 11

He also adds, that the "author, 11 Cherry, is a tele-

6colin Cherry, On Human Communication (New York: Science

Editions, Inc., 1957).~

7Wilbur Schramm, ed .. , Mass Communications (Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1960), p. 673.
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communications engineer. 11
Viewpoint.

In the light of this background on Cherry, his

definition of communication seemed significant.

In a glossary Appen-

dix it was detected that he sought to describe the information he was
about to present, as:
Definitions and Explications of some of the terms used
in this book. Where different schools of thought .£E_ sgades of
opinion are of serious consequence, this is indicated.
Following this comment, he described communics:!;ion as:
Broadly: The establishment of a social unit from individuals, by the use of language or signs. The sharing of common
sets of rules, for vario~s goal-seeking activities. (There are
many shades of opinion.)
At another place in his work, under the heading, "What is
Communication, 11 he affirmed that;
Communication is essentially a social affair. Man has
evolved a host of different systems of communication which render his social life possible - social life not in the sense of
living for hunting or for making war, but in a sense unknown
to animals. Most prominent among all these systems of communication is, of course, human speech and language.lo
To this he added:
When "members" or "elements 11 are in communication with
one another, they are associating, co-operating with one
another, forming an t1organization 11 , or sometimes an "organism.u
Communication is a social function., That old cliche, "a whole
is more than the sum of the parts, n expresses a truth; the
whole, the organization or organism, possesses a structure
which is describable as a set of rules, and this structure,
the rules, may remain unchanged as the individual members or

17
elements are changed. By the possession of this structure the
whole organization may be better adapted or better fitted for
some goal-seeking activity. Communication means a sharing of
elements of behavior, or modes of life, by the existence of
sets or rules. 11
Cherry elucidated further by commenting on a definition of one
whom he regards as "a leading psychologist, u who stated that

n 'Commu-

nication is the discriminatory response of an organism to a stimulus. ul2
But Cherry observed that,
••• The same writer emphasizes that a definition broad
enough to embrace all that the word "communication" means to
different people may risk finding itself dissipated in generalities. We would agree; such definitions or descriptions
serve as little more than foci for discussion. But there are
two points we wish to make concerning this psychologist's
definition. oo.as we shall view it in our present context,
communication is not the response itself but is essentially
the relationship set up by the transmission of stimuli and the
evocation of responses.13

Resume

of Authorities
Thus it was recognized that to Schramm's ideas of ncommonness,"

"sharing," "tuning, 11 "conveying" and

11

persuading" had been added the

significant concept of communication being within a nsocial unit" or
"relationship '1 uestablished 11 by "language" or other ''signs 11 or
"rules, rr within which a "whole"

11

organism 11 may adapt itself to some

11~., pp. 5-6.
12s 0 s. Stevens, "Introduction: A Definition of Communication,n
quoted in Colin Cherry, ~·, pp. 6-7.
l3Ibid., p.

7.
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"goal fl or "purpose ti through "association, fl "cooperation, fl nparticipation."
Thus we had ascertained that not only did these men confirm
the "dynamic" quality of the concept of communication, but also
provided greater resource material for a definition.
III.

DEFINITION BY OBSERVING FIELDS INFLUENCED
BY THE

C~ICATION

CONCEPI'

The next step in the continuing deliniation was the observation of the variety of fields of knowledge touched by the concept of
communication ..
Fields Listed
From the vantage point of his experience, it was noted that
Cherry perceived the concept of communication as arising
o•oin a number of disciplines; in sociology, linguistics,
psychology, economics; in physiology of the nervous sl~tem,
in the theory of signs, in communication engineering.
Cherry also observed that when one hears the term communicate it
••• calls to mind most readily the sending or receipt of a
letter, of a conversation between two friends; some may think
of newspapers issued daily from a central office to thousands
of subscribers, or of radio broadcasting; others may think of
telephones, linking one speaker and one listener.
But, he added, that this was not necessarily true of the

19
specialist:
••• for instance, ornithologists and entomologists may
think of flocking and swarming, or of the incredible precision
with which flight maneuvers are made by certain birds, or the
homing of pigeons ••• Again, physiologists may consider the
communicative function of the nervous system, co-ordinating
the actions of all the parts of an integrated animal. At the
other end of the scale, the anthropologist and sociologist are
greatly interested in the communication between large groups
of people, societies and races, by virtue of their cultures,
their economic and religious systems, their laws, languages,
and ethical codes.15
To these lists it was found that one could add semantics,

syntactics, television, phonetics, cybernetics, public speaking,
philosophy, motion pictures, advertising, transportation, writing,
photography, art education, history, etc.; all discovered to be
either special fields in themselves or specialized areas of related
disciplines.

In fact, it appeared that there was practically no

division of human thought which had been left untouched by the comrnunication

11

revolution."

As a reason for the wide interest in this subject, Cherry suggested the concentration of modern specialization:
••• most of us are content to carry out an intense cultivation of our own little scientific garden ••• , deriving occasional pleasure from a chat with our neighbors over the fence,
while with them we discuss, criticize, and exhibit our produce.
Too many of us {though] are scientifically lonely; we
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tire of pontinually talking to ourselves, and seek companion.
s h ip
.... 1 0
It was presumed, then, that our study had disclosed that the
trend of analysis and its resultant isolation, had stirred the search
for synthesis, integration and even interpretation in interrelation.
Continued investigation added the qualifying fact that in
order to accomplish this communication, someone in each field, or
discipline must initiate a move tows.rd others..

It seemed to be

obvious, though, that this would be more easily said than done.

Such

insight suggested the next point of definition: the problems associated with the idea of communication.
TV.

DEFINITION BY DESCRIPl'ION OF SOME OF THE PROBLEMS

ASSOCIATED WITH THE IDEA OF COJ.'v1MUI:UCATIO:IJ"
Since it had been detected that the intention of communication
was to nshare," to find a point of "commonness, n to ncooperate," to ·
"associate, tr to

0

relaten even nparticipate;" it therefore seemed

logical for the integrating individuals or fields to discover or
create some mutual vocabulary. 17
vocabula:rJ.::.
So this apparent necessity of "vocabularyn became the first

l6~., pp. 1-2. Bracketed word is inserted.
1 7rrarry A. DeWire, The Christian as Communicator (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press,;-1961), p. 156.
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problem investigated.

Between some disciplines the building of

vocabulary was considered to be fairly easy; for instance: physics
and mathematics, sociology and psychology, economics and diplomacy,
etc.

Their relative ease of bridging was shown to occur most from

the overlapping problem situations and terrninolog--y.

Although it

was ascertained that the similarity can also become a problem if the
words used are the same but have different connotations.

But examination revealed that the more one drifts away from
the so-called "exact" sciences or the more naturally interrelated

fields, the more probability there is of "misunderstanding." This
fact was presumed as the major reason for the enthusiasm in some
groups for the mathematically centered.
also called the

11

11

Theory of Communication, 11

Information Theory of Communication. 11

But it was learned that telecommunications

'

had struck a hard blow at any undue optimism toward the unifying
power of the "Mathematical Theory. n

uTrue, 11 he acknowledge, tri t

has considerable relevance to ••• different disciplines, but it is not
a cure-all.

In fact, he continued •••

At the time of writing, the various aspects of communication, as they are studied under the different disciplines,
no means form a unified study; there is a certain c29mon
ground which shows promise of fertility,
more. /
By this it was

18"1'
Gnerr;, op.

l9Ibid.

he meant that even those special

' p. 2.
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fields which make uo the science of communication itself (linguistics,
mathematics, cybernetics, psychology, semantics, phonetics, etc.) were
not yet united; let alone other specialized fields.
Thus it was assumed that one of the major problems in communication was vocabulary--words, bridges, rules; the actual tools of
the interrelating process.
Integrity
The next vital concern detected in the communication process
was that of integrity.20

As two individuals or fields actually

attempt to move toward commonness or association in vocabulary, it was
discovered that there is the possibility of the

11

stronger 11 (larger,

more highly developed, more mature or secure) absorbing (dominating,
assimilating) the "weaker. 11

If this occurs; instead of communication

(bridging, sharing, participating, cooperating) it was perceived that
there would be coercion.

And coercion probably would result in either

capitulation (with assimilation, imitation and

ereten~

or rebellion

(with izejection, defense and vfolence.)
Nor was it found that this danger of coercing was merely one
related to those who are "stronger. 11

The "weaker, 11 it could be seen,

might take advantage of the generous "stronger" and create a similar
reaction.

20

Harry A. De.Wire, .£1?.• cit., pp. 158 and 16.
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This ideal of "freedom" was supported by modern investigators
in the field of communication science.

Joseph T. Klapper, one of the

authors in Schramm 1 s book on mass communication, concluded that "The
condition believed to render persuasion most effective is the monopoly
propaganda position. 1121

In other words, if only one side is presented

exclusively and constantly, the mind has little or no choice--it is

This brings to mind the titles of Stuart Chase's books on the
proper and improper use of language and thought; !!The Tyranny of
Words,

11

"The Power of Words 11 and

11

Guides to Straight Thinking. 1122

Another very interesting and confirming series of

11

summariestt

related to this problem was made by three authors in a chapter
entitled "Changing Opinions on a Controversial Subject. 112 3

They dis-

covered that:
1. Presenting the arguments on both sides of an issue
was found to be more effective than giving only the arguments
supporting the point being made, in the case of individuals
who were initially ?l?EPsed to the point of view being presented.

21

Joseph T. Klapper, "Mass Media and Persuasion, 11 The Process
and Effects of Mass Communication, ed. by Wilbur Schramm (Urbana:
University of"""Illinois Press, 1954), pp. 317, 318.
22

Stuart Chase, The .'.!l!anny- of Words (New York: Harcourt, Brace
and Company, 1938); The Power of Words (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1953, 1954); Gu~to Straight Thinking (New York: Harper
and Brothers Publishers, 1956).
23

carl I. Hovland, Arthur A. Lumsdaine and Fred D. Seffield,
"The Effects of Presenting 'One Side' versus 1 Both Sides' in Changing
Opinions on a Controversial Subject, 11 Wilbur Schramm, ed., The
;;_;....o-.....;...;.~ and Effects of Mass Communication, 2.P..• cit., p. 274-.~
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2. For men who were already convinced of the point of
view being presented, however, the inclusion of arguments on
both sides was less effective for the group as a whole than
presenting only arguments favoring the general position being
advocated.
3. Better-educated men were more favorably affected by the
presentation of both sides; poorly educated n~n were more
affected by the communication which used only supporting arguments.,
4. The group for which the presentation giving both sides
was least effective was the group of poorly educated men who
were already convinced of the point of view being advocated.
5.
important incidental finding was that omission of a
relevant argument was more noticeable and detracted more from
effectiveness in the presentation
arguments on both sides
than in the presentation in which only one side was discussed.
So the investigation seems to corroborate the necessity of
mutually agreed upon "definitions, u "rules, 11

11

s igns, u uvocabularies u

of communication not only for reciprocal understanding, but also for
proper integration.
This inferred necessity for freedom from coercion also introduced the importance of some additional considerations.

Not only did

there seem to be the necessity of mutually comprehensible vocabulary
or rules to govern the process and protect the integrity of all
parties; but if there was to be maturity in relationship there apparently also needed to be education in the proper receipt and evaluation
of information.
Faith
These deductions manifested the fact that

11

suspicion 11 might be

one of the greatest hindrances to the sharing and receiving process.
Observation affirmed that an unbelieving

11

receiver 0 will very likely

either "twist u or "miss take 11 all overtures (or gestures, as DeWire

could

between

demons tr a

A.

to
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r1ence.
Research indicated that comprehensible information, in truth,
must be presented in order to relate the individual and his needs to
the source of communicative relationship. 27 A large volume and considerable variety of information to insure reception and yet avoid
"entropy" or boredome and apathy were also suggested.

This seemed to

establish the need of education for proper receipt of information.
Referent
It occurred to the writer that even these means might well
prove futile unless there were some way in which the information
could be objectively confirmed in the immediate personal experience
of the individual.
That this referent could be either negative or positive
appeared evident as long as it was an attestation to the verity of
·the message as given.

It also seemed logical that repeated confirmation might be
necessary before the desired attitude of confidence was attained.
But it was also evident that that which was said must have reality to
11

backu it and that this reality must be disclosed in some way and

measure before there could be satisfactory basis for belief.

26Eugene A. Nida, Messa~e
Brothers, 1960), pp. 57, 58.

~

Mission (New York: Harper and

27see discussions of learning and meaning in Cherry and Nida.
Also Nida, .ef• cit., pp. 72-75 and 138.

27
Apparently though, once this basic confidence was established
and maintained, there would be no end to the ever enlarging possibilities of communication.
Approval of this line of reasoning seemed to come from the law
of the referent. 28 This principle affirms that in order for a word
or concept to have meaning, it must have a referent, it must be
"real, 11 nactual, u ttfulfilled. ff
Many of the high-sounding and/or rabble rousing words and
phrases of contemporary life can be shown to be mostly emotion for
many people: "American way of life, ff "communism, ff "church and state,"
"creeping socialism, n etc.

All these have weak or extremely com-

plicated referents, so that they are understood as being difficult
to define.

In fact, when they are delineated it is usually through

the illustration of some person or incident in which they are embodied.
These assumptions and investigations seemed, therefore, to
give reasonably strong support for the need of proper confirmation
or "authorization" if it was expected that information was to be
accepted.
Motive
The next question was, uWhy bother?f!

"If it is so difficult,

28c. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards, The Meaning of Meanin~
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, Ii:iC:", 1946),
9-11.

pp.
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tenuous and risky; what is the advantage of communicating?n
Hendrick Kraemer gives one answer to this question by a
quotation from Roger Mehl, "Communication is 'the fundamental human
fact.

tt' 29

There is, he declared, no alternative; men are udoomed" to

communicate.

They are communicators.

Wendell W. Freshley in an article describing an interview of
Harry A. DeWire indorses this idea quite succinctly.
Communication is the fundamental human fact. It occurs
as people talk, shake hands, gesture, embrace, work, eat, or
play together. It happens as people evade one another,
admonish, show fear or come to blows. Frequently the nonverbal expressions communicate more effect~ ely in person-toperson relationships than do actual words. 0
Communication, then, in its broadest sense was demonstrated to
be living: thinking, doing, not doing.
If one was going to attempt to answer the question, 11why
communicate?"; then one must fa.ce the question 11Why live?" What is
the motive or motivation?
That this question could not be explored in this paper was
evident, but some light was sought.
The already presented research seemed to affirm the fact that
most people will just naturally persist in life and communication
either for their own benefit (in other words their own existence and

29Hendrick Kraemer, The Communication of the Christian Faith
(Philadelphia : The Westminster Press, 1961), P:- 11.
30wendell W. Freshley, 11Let's Communicate, 11 Builders (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: The Evangelical United Brethren Church Press),
December 2, 1962, Vol. 48, No. 48, p. 3. An interview of Harry A.
DeWire, author of the book, The Christian as Communicator, in The
Westminster Press Series on Christian communicationo

29
) or for the benefit of others: or perhaps some of both.31
/

/

Resume of
The aim of this section has been to uncover some of the probthe :i.dea of communication.

lems raised

It has been established that one of the

__,...;....;;;....;;.. and probably

how and

questions is

"spirit 11 or attitude of that relationsh.i;e_.

must evidently be

to their discretion, but probably

not without consequence.
It has been determined that any individual, therefore, wishing
to communicate may; but he would be obligated to attempt to establish

a mutually comprehensible vocabulary to act as a
for relationship) as

(a framework

as to protect the mutual integrity of all

participators.
It was further deduced that this vocabulary would not likely
be accepted or even comprehended unless there was some effort at
confirming or

its reality within the realm of the personal

experience of the individual.

From this line of reasoning it was assumed that i f and when
the vocabulary was accepted, it would form the basic material by which
information could be shared, the "common ground" upon which relation-

31 Harry A. DeWire, op. cit., pp. 20-112.

30
ship could be built.
This led to the final area of definition which seeks to demonstrate some of the technicalities of this process as described by
contemporary communication science.
V.

DEFilUTION BY DESCRIPI'ION OF PROCESS

Communication;32

David K. Berlo, in his book The Process

Stuart Chase, in Power of Words 33 in fact, a number of authors in
the communication field are reasonably well agreed on the "basic"
model or pattern of the process of communication.
vestigation Schramm and his opening chapter,

11

But for this in-

How Communication

Works, 113 4 was the authority.

The essential elements, he asserted, included "the source, the
message, and the destination."

A source may be an individual (speaking, writing, drawing,
gesturing) or a communication organization (like a newspaper,
publishing house, television station or motion picture studio).
The message may be in the form of ink on paper, sound waves in
the air, or any other signal capable of being interpreted meaningfully. The destination may be an individual listening,
watching, or reading; or a member of a group, such as a dis-

32David K. Berlo, The Process of Communication (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc:-,;-1960), pp:-30 ff.
33stuart Chase, The Power of Words (New York: Harcourt, Brace
and Company, 1953, 1954-y;-pp. 11 ff.
34Schramm, 2£•

£.!!.,

pp. 3-26.
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cussion group, a lecture audience, a football crowd, or a mob;
or an individual member of the particular group we call the
mass audience, such as the reader of a newspaper or a viewer
of television.35
The "source n was depicted as having to take into consideration
the proposed nmessagelt and considerable information about the intended "receiver. 11

Then he was shown as

11

encodingtt the

11

message," that

is, putting it in a form to be "transmitted." This would be the initial step in vocabulary building as described in the previous section.
Encodi~ta

Many questions were suggested as necessary considerations of
the

0

source ' 1 before the message was "encoded."

"How long would this

message need to last?n A written, recorded or filmed message was
demonstrated as lasting longer than one which was only spoken into
the air.

Radio, television, motion picture, or other amplifying

equipment was portrayed as having the capacity of transmitting a
greater distance.

The problem would be, "How far is it to go?"

Additional questions might include: "What common experiences
does the receiver have with the "sender? 11
language?n

11

Do they speak the same

Nor would this nlanguage" have to be merely the recog-

nized national tongues.

One might have the language of the nspecialist u

versus that of the "layman; u the language of the upoor 11 versus the
"rich;" or it could be the language of the uchurch 11 versus that of

32
the

11

world; n the language of ulove,

combination.

n

Whatever the case, the

of
11

11

mus ic, u etc., and/or some

sourcet1 was designated as

obligated to "tune in" on the "destination, 11 if understanding of and
response to his message was desired.
Noise
Further questions to be asked by the "source 11 included:
11

How much

1

noise 1 would there be? 11

This

11

noise n was represented as

having to do with the environment of the message during transmission;
that is, after it left the "encoder" of the "sender" and before it
was received into the

11

decoder 11 of the

11

destinationn or

11

receiver. 11

Examples of unoise 11 described were: static or electrical interference in the air or on transmission lines of radio, television,
telephone; people talking or moving in a room; in addition to any
other distracting thought, movement, sound or even motive.
The "noise n factor was characterized as influencing the force
or intensity of the umessage, n as well as the simplicity or complexity of the tlcode."

Also affecting these would be the urgency of the

message.
Transmission
The capacity or receptivity of the ndecoder was manifested as
a necessary consideration.
suited to the nreceiver? 11
do best?"

''What is the transmitting medium best
11

Can it see, feel, hear?"

''Which does it

Another significant element was the means to which the

message was best adapted.

33
All these, and many more questions were elaborated as essential observations in the initiation of each simple communication
event, though not necessarily conscious.36
Feedback
While the message was on its way, the "source" was described as
seeing, feeling or hearing it.
"feedback."
11

This "echo" was denoted as part of the

It was demonstrated that "feedback" might also be

reflected 11 from the "destination" in the form of a "Letter to the

Editor, 11 a glance at the watch, a hand cupped to the ear, a smile or
nod, a frown, wink, laugh, reply, lack of reply, etc.
Redundancy
''F.eedback 11 was represented as usually causing the corrections
and adjustments in "vocabulary" and

11

transmission 11 thought necessary to

insure the best possible communication.

This consequent process of

reflection and clarification, of repitition and intensification was
labeled "redundancy.fl
11

Redundancy 11 was likewise disclosed as being built into the

very structure of language.
Jim, 11 as an example.

Berlo

37

offered the sentence, "John saw

He noted that when people say this they are

36The scientific description of communication is so technical
that the writer has chosen to select certain basic elements according
to the need. It was noted that most non-technical writers do this.
Berlo, DeWire, Nida and others can be consulted as references.
37Berlo, 2.E.· cit., p. 203.

stating that:
1. There is a person named John.
2. There is a person named Jim.
3. There is a process named seeing.
We are also saying something else. We are saying that
John was engaged in the process of seeing, and that Jim was
the consequence of John's engagement in the process.
It could be added that if the statement was being made by anyone other than John or Jim, then one also knows that uxn saw John
seeing Jim or hear someone say that John saw Jim, etc.
Another "nonsense 11 sentence of Berlo 's was called upon to serve
as an illustration;3 8 "Most smoogles have concom."
••• the formal meaning for the us n in the word usmoogles (s)"
is "more than one. 11 The formal meaning for the word :'have u is
"more than one." If we were to use words to say what these
formal meanings say, the sentence might read something like
this: Most (there are more than one) smoogles (of course,
there ere more than one) have (remember there are more than
one) concom.
The "built in" "redundancy" is shown as helping to insure
the proper communication.

And it is presumed that if the "noise 11

level is high and the emergency great enough, one would likely increase the

11

redund.ency" and simplify the

11

symbol 11 to be certain of

comprehension.

Another element manifested as being overcome with nredundancy"
is "entropy, n or the tendency for a message to lose something in passage. 39

Included in this term were the adequacy of the communicating

38 Ibid., p. 202.

39chase, .:?.£· cit., p.

19.
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instrument to accurately transmit the symbols; the question of the
precision of the symbols transmitted to convey the desired meaning;
and the capacity of communicating symbols and transmitting instrument
to persist until the message has been conveyed.40
Reception
Finally, the ndestinetionn or
11

f

1

hearing 0 the material transmitted and

receiver 11 was characterized as
11

deciding 11 whether to "listen; tt

if so, then it would "decode 11 the message; according, of course, to
its own

11

programming 11 or pattern of definition.

In the light of the

previous study, it is evident that if there is confidence and adequate
mutual vocabulary, the "receivern would probably be able to comprehend,
in some measure, the idea the

11

sender" intended to share.

The reply of the ttreceivern would naturally constitute him a
"sender" and thus the process is exhibited as becoming as interrelationship with the possibility of growing understanding, sharing
and participation.
It should be evident that with this many varients, and there are
more, the process could and does become exceedingly complex.
,

I

VI. , RESUME OF THE DESCRIPTION OF THE COi\lMUNICATION CONCEPT
AND WORKING DEFINITION

Obviously, this study has only barely scratched the surface of

40
see Nida 's discussion of "entropy" and its relation to Christian communication, .££• cit., pp. 150-151.
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the exceedingly technical and rapidly developing field of the science
of communication.

But it shall be presumed that there is sufficient

evidence for the following assumptions.
The aim for this entire chapter has been to discover, if
possible, a definition of the concept of communication adequate enough
for use in an investigation of its relation to the Bible.
The discussion began in a semantic uncovering of the roots of
the word ncommunicate. n

It was ascertained that this term did not

refer to merely a mechanical arrangement; but more properly to the
d;ynamic essence of e relationship of sharing and Earticipation.
This assumption was found to be supported by at least two
authorities in the communication science field.

They also added the

significant idea of the communicating; event occuring within
unit established

El.

the

~

~

social

of signs and functioning as a purposeful

organism through mutual associa.tion and cooperstion.
Practically every knowledge discipline was exhibited as being
influenced by the communication idea; end, in fact, shown to need its
help.

The challenge seemed to be more in finding those who would be

willing to face the vast problems associated with this process and
continue to attempt to communicate.
The problems, it was decided, stemm'Bd mostly out of the necessity for an adequate mutual vocabulary.

These bridges or rules were

disclosed to be not only valuable for reciprocal comprehension; but
also for maintaining the integrity of

the individuals involved in

37

the communicating process.

It was concluded that a clearly defined

!elationship (with elements ,eurposefully drawn from the common experience of each part) was necessary to establish the bounds as well as
create the environment in which the association and reception events
could_freely occur with the ultimate potentiality of reciprocal
understanding and

participati~n.

A discussion of how to accomplish this ideal was the final
portion of the definition.

It included a description of some of the

essential elements or tools of the process such as: the determining
of the message to be transmitted; the proper choice of codes; the consideration of noise, feedback, redundancy and entrop2 in transmission;
and careful consideration of all the environmental problems of the
receiver.
Thus the conce2t of communication might be deduced succinctly
as: relationship for commonness.
But, as has been depicted, this

~elationship

must be purpose-

fully established, clearly defined and mutuallX comprehended; otherwise there would likely be no commonness but only confusion.
It was also manifested that commonness was understood as the
free sharing of one's self with someone else and the free reception
of the other; resulting in a common organism within which there could
be

reciEroca~

understanding and earticipation.

Therefore, for the sake of this study, the concept of comnmnication will be defined as:

38
The purposeful establishment of

~

clearly defined, mutualli

comprehended relationship in order to freely share one's self with
someone else; which, if properly received, would result in a common
organism of reciprocal understanding and participation.
In the light of this definition the research will turn to the
Bible to determine whether there is any relationship between it and
the concept of communication as designated.

CHAPI'ER III
THE BIBLE AND COMMUNICATION

CHAPrER III
THE BIBLE AND COMMUNICATION
I.

ORIENTATION

The next step in this research was to embark on a very fascinating and seemingly presumptuous voyage.

The established goal was to

discover whether the Bible message had any relation to the defined
concept of communication which had been elicited from the initial
investigation.

Therefore, this chapter will consist of a brief Bible

survey in the light of the proposed definition.
Some questions asked are: "Does this concept, 'communication,'
have any relationship to God; to the ways or activities of God as
unfolded in the Bible?" And if so, "What is that relationship?"
Other sources may be used, but only to illuminate or confirm
the "original 11 source.
II.

GOD'S PURPOOE AS EXPRESSED IN THE NEW TESTAMENT

In the defining of communication it was determined that in
order to convey anything, there was need first for the "purposeful
establishment of

~

clearly defined ••• relationship. 11 Therefore, in

this survey, the introductory question is, ttDoes the Scripture indicate that God has any such purpose in relation to men?nl
It seems valid to go to the New Testament for the initial ans-

1Note the definition of ucommunication" on pages 37-38 above.
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wer to this question, because in it God claims to have presented His
full and final word.

In past days God had spoken in "the prophets,"

but now in "His Son. 112
The Promise of

~Father

After considerable study, the writer determined that chapter
eleven of the letter to the Hebrews would be a good place to begin
because it was discovered that here there was the suggestion of some
great plan.
These all died in faith, not having received what was promised, but having seen it and greeted it from afar, and having
asknowledged that they were strangers and exiles on the earth
(Heb. 11: 13) •
This theme is repeated in verse thirty-nine and elaborated.
And all these, though well attested by their faith, did
not receive what was promised, since God had foreseen something better for us, that apart from us they should not be
made perfect (Heb. 11:39, 40).
Chapter twelve of Hebrews adds further clarification.
Therefore, since we are surrounded by so great a cloud of
witnesses, let us also lay aside every weight, and sin which
clings so closely, and let us run with perseverance the race
that is set before us, looking to Jesus the pioneer and perfector of our faith, who for the joy that was set before him
endured the cross, despising the shame, and is seated at the
right hand of the throne of God •••• It is for discipline that
you have to endure. God is treating you as sons; ••• he disciplines us for our good, that we may share his holiness •••
-(Heb. 12:1, 2, 7a, lOb). :;--- One quickly observes that the words "share his holiness" rings
with familiarity in the light of the definition.
only "purposeful" but also

2Hebrews 1.

11

These terms are not

dynamic; 11 seeming to imply what might well

3underlining inserted.
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be described as a desire to "establish" an norganism" of nreciprocal
understanding and participation. 11
Earlier in the Hebrew letter, the author encourages the people
to nnot be sluggish, but imitators of those who through fa.ith and
patience inherit the promises 11 (Heb. 6:12).

And Abraham is declared

the example of those who uhaving patiently endured, obtained the
promise" (Heb. 6:15).
Apparently, though, the immediately "obtained" upromiser' of
Abraham is not exactly the same as that mentioned in reference to
the contemporary readers of the Hebrew letter.

For Abraham is listed

among those in chapter eleven who "died in faith, not having received
what was promisedn (Heb. 11:8-13).

So, possibly that which he "received 11 also pointed toward that
which was to come.
Further evidence of a Divine
apostle Paul.

Abraham, emphas

11

purposeu can be derived from the

In writing to the Romans, he speaks of the "promise to
especially the fact that those who "believe, u as

Abraham did, are the true

11

descendents" and "inheritors of the promi-

ses. 114
In the letter to the Galatians, Paul continues to show that it
is the

11

men of faith who are sons of Abrahamn (Gal. 3 :7); and the

"inheritorsn of the "blessing of Abraham; 11 which is, supremely, "the
promise of the Spirit through faith 11 (Gal. 3:14).

4Romans 4:13-17 and 9:1-13.

Here then is further confirmation of the divine intention
11

toward "reciprocal understanding" and

participation 11 by man; as is

indicated in the idea of !!reception. 11
This certainly seems to coincide with the emphasis of Jesus
and the early church.

At the close of the Gospel report and the

beginning of his history of the church, Luke recalls the command of
Christ to the apostles unot to depart from Jerusalem, but to wait
for the promise of the Father,5 which ••• you heard from me, ••• but
before many days you shall be baptized with the Holy Spirit fl (Luke

24:49; Acts 1:1-4).
The fact and direction of God's

plan are further eluci-

dated through the incident of the initial fulfillment of the "promise. 11

On that day of the feast

were tlfilled with the Holy

Spirit 11 (Acts 2 :4); and interpreted their experience by quoting from
the prophet Joel.
And in the last da~s it shall be, God declares, that !
Spirit upon all flesh, and your sons and your
daughters
prophesy, and your young men shall see visions
and your old men shall dream dreams; yea, and on my menservants and my
in those
I will pour out
spirit; and they shall prophesy. And I will show wonders
in the heaven above..
it shall
that whoever calls on
the name of
Lord shall be saved.
So we have

deduction

that

is good evidence for the

of the Father" indicates an underlying

inserted.
/

0

Joel 2:28-32 as quoted by Luke in Acts 2:17-21.

Underlining
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Divine purpose for intimate relationship with man.
The Hidden Mystery
Continued observation disclosed that tied to the idea of a
"promise 11 is a theme of "mystery" which seems to present further
evidence and clarify the fact of God's aim in communication.
In the closing benediction of his letter to the Romans, Paul
alludes to the

11

revelation of the mystery which was kept secret for

long ages but is now disclosed and through the prophetic writings
made knoim ••• 11 (Rom. 16: 26).
The "mystery" is succintly uunfolded" in Paul's letter to the
Colossians where he describes his calling as one

11

to make the word of

God known ••• , the mystery hidden for ages ••• 11 (Col. 1:25-26).
mystery
11

This

now fully manifested, according to him, by the truth of

Christ in .zou, the hope of glory" (Col. 1: 27) • 7
In these thoughts, one perceives some deliniation of the idea

presented.

God's

11

sharing 11 of "His holiness" apparently m·eans not

only His desire to communicate through
but also through a

11

11

sharing 11 and

11

giving 11 Himself,

relationship 11 of "indwelling. 11

The idea of God's indwelling is corroborated by Paul's personal testimony to the Galatians.
I have been crucified with Christ; it is no longer I who
live, but Christ who lives in me; and the life I now live in
the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and
gave himself for me (Gal. 2:20).
Earlier in this same letter he had affirmed that God

7underlining inserted.

11

called 11

him to reveal His Son "in 11
cates that he, Paul, is

11

(Gal. 1:15-16).

And later he indi-

again in travail until Christ be formed

nin" them (Gal. 4:19). 8

Possibly one of Paul's most profound statements of the
11

1:rncient n plan and purpose of God is found in his letter to the

Ephesians.

He asserts that they, as "the saints who are also faith-

ful in Christ Jesus, n have been chosen in Christ
tion of the world 11 (Eph. 1:1-4).
be God 1 s

11

~"

0

before the founda-

They are ndestined, 11 he explains, to

"through Jesus Christ according to the f:Urpose of

his will ••• " (Eph. 1:5).9
The necessary "redemption u and

11

forgiveness fl are

provided by "God the Father" in Christ.

11

lavishly 11

It is, in fact, in Him,

that is Christ, that they are given "insight" into the "mystery" of
God's will.

This

11

plan 11 of God is, broadly, to "unite all things

in him, things in heaven and things on earth n (Eph. 1: 7-10). lo
As designated participants in this plan, those who have believed in Christ are "sealed with the promised Holy Spirit, "which,
Paul attests, 11 is the guarantee of
acquire

[thei:1

~heir fina~ possession of it •••

lt

11

inheritance until {they]
(Eph. 1:11-14). lJ.

Continued investigation reveals that there is reason to believe'

8underlining inserted.

9underlining inserted.

lOThe referent is Christ
11underlining and brackets are inserted.
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in a profound communicative purpose in God; as expressed in "the promise" and "mystery;tr and that its outworking can be designated as a
"dynamic," conscious, participating group association in the uChurch; 11
as well as nliving, 11 "free," individual association; all in and with
God and others through the "persons" of Christ a.nd the Holy Spirit.

This impression is confirmed by Paul's prayer that the
Ephesians might know ttthe hope to which u they have been called; and
"what are the riches of his glorious inheritance in the saints"
(Eph. 1 :16-18).
The "glorious inheritance" is disclosed to be the fact that
they are
••• made ••• alive tosether with Christ ••• and raised ••• up
with him, and made to sit with him in heavenly places in
Christ Jesus, that in the coming ages he might show the --immeasurable riches of his gr~~e in kindness toward
.!.B. Christ Jesus (Eph. 2:4-7).

fl.hem]

Paul continues by reminding these people who are "Gentiles
in the fleshn {Eph. 2:11) that though they were once "strangers to
the covenants of promise, having no hope and without God in the world,"
they are now "brought ~ in the blood of Christ" (Eph. 2:12-13). 1 3
The result of their new !!nearness n is attested by the fact that
they are

11

no longer strangers ••• but ••• fellow citizens with the saints

and members of

~ household of God ••• " (Eph. 2 :19) • 14

12underlining and brackets are inserted.
1 3u naer
~ i·1n1ng
·
·
t e a•
1nser

14underlining

inserted.

This means, Paul illustrates, that they can be likened to
buildin~

~

erected on the "foundation of the apostles and prophets,

Christ Jesus beiri..g the chief cornerstone; n and they, so

n joined

to-

gether 11 in Him that the nwhole structure ••. grows ~ !!._ hol;y: tem;ele •••

~dwelling place of God in the Spirit" (Eph. 2:20-22). 1 5
From these quotations there emerges strong evidence for the
divine design of t1establishing 11 a "clearly defined, mutually comprehended 11 relationship" for the "purpose" of His

11

sharing, ri giving,

indwelling; and man's "free, 11 and "reciprocal understanding and participation. ri
Paul is apparently so captivated by this marvelous scheme of
God that he repeats it immediately in a different metaphore.
This ttmyste?"'J of Christ, u he elucida.tes, is expressed in the
fact that "the Gentiles are fellow heirs, members of the ~bod~,
and partakers of the promise in Christ Jesus through the ~os;eel n
(Eph. 3 :4-6).
These "unsearchable riches in Christ" are like a uglorious
inheritance; ul 6 which is now urevealed 11 to umake all men see what is
the plan

.£!.

the mystery hidden for ages in God ••• that through the

church the manifold wisdom of God might now be made known to the
principalities and powers in heavenly places ' 1 (Eph. 3 :9-10).

l5Underlining inserted.

17Underlining
.

inserted.

17

16
see Ephesians 1:16-2:7.
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This declaration drives Paul to prayer again; 18
••• that according to the riches of his glory he may grant
you to be strengthened with might through ~ Spirit .!:.!!. ~
inner ~' and that Christ may dwell in your hearts through
faith; that you, being rooted and grounded in love, may have
power to com12rehend with all the saints what is the breadth
and length and height and depth, and to know the love of
Christ which surpasses k~~wledge, that yOU'iiiay be filled with
all the fullness of God.

-----

--

Perhaps one of the most beautiful and inspiring statements of
this great "purpose 11 of God and uhope" of men is found in the Revel-

Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away, and the sea was no
more. And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down out
of heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband; and I heard a voice from the throne saying, "Behold the
dwelling of God is with men. He will dwell with them, and
they shall be his people, and God himself will be with them;
he will wipe away every tear from their eyes, and death shall
be no more, neither shall there be mourning nor crying nor
pain any more, for the former things have
away 11 (Rev.
21:1-11.).

There can hardly be any doubt, then, that it is distinctly
indicated that there has been in the "mind 11 of God
real upurpose" or "aim, 11 the divine

11

11

ages ago 1120 a

goalu to "communicate" Himself to

man, naharen Himself wit·h man through a "dynamic, 11 intimate association.
Do you not know t~~t you are God's temple and that God's
Spirit dwells in you?
••• he who is united to the Lord be-

18
see Ephesians 1:16.

1 9Ephesians 3:16-19.

20II Timothy 1:9.

21 r Corinthia.ns 3 :16.
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Thus it can be demonstrated that God has had a
purpose throughout all His association with man; and that this aim
could be described in the terms of the communication definition of
this research as a pur£OSeful relationship for the

~------....."-...;;.. ---~---.;..;..

with~;

-~----

participation.

But, according to the principle noted in the previous
it would seem that the presence of the

11

Creator 11 unear" the "creature, 11

let alone "in" him, would tend to be very
God communicate
him;

to

~mn

0

so

man into Himself?

How, then, did

without disintegrating
How did God actually make room

for Man's freedom, reciprocal
III.

coercive."

and participation.

THE OUTWORKING OF GOD'S

AS DESCRIBED

IN THE OLD

established the fact of God's purpose in communicating
Himself to man, it is now intended to investigate the uprocess. 11 An
11

will be made to discover how God overcame the
communication; determine whether He related

in

Of

which

could be described by the current terminology of procedure; and
observe whether the twentieth century

is

any clue as to

His eternal activity as well as man's contemporary relationship and
responsibility.
At this point the research could take one of at least two turns:
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either listing the problems and processes and then seeking nproof 11
of their "corroboration;" or following the historical development
with an attempt to observe along the way the relationship between
contemporar"J terminology and the Boole.
This investigator chose the second path because it seemed
to him more relevant to the r'dynamic 11 concept with which the study
was dealing.
New Testament Introduction to the Old Testament Process

Even for this part of the study, the New Testament will be
the point of authority.

Through it has been confirmed the fact of

God's purpose end some description presented.
cess will also be reflected essentially
in the confines of this paper

a

Therefore, the proits

11

eye. 11

Obviously,

could be made.

Paul assures us as he writes to the Galatians, that there was
a. uprocess. 11

And the scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the
Gentiles by faith, preached the gospel beforehand to Abraham,
uin thee shall all the nations be blessed" (Gal. 3:8) •
• • • for it is written,, 11Cursed be every one who hangs on a
tree fl_ that in Christ Jesus the blessing of Abraham might
come upon the Gentiles, that we might receive the promise of
the Spirit through f~lith {Gal. 3:13b-14).
Now before faith came, we were confined under the law, kept
under restraint until faith should be revealed. So that the
law was our custodian until Christ came, that we might be justified by faith. But now that faith has come, we are no longer
under a custodian; for in Christ Jesus you are all sons of God,
through faith. For as many of you as were baptized into Christ
have put on Christ •••• And if you~ Christ's ~you~
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Abraham's offspring, heirs according to promise (Gal. 3:23-29). 2 9
But when the time had fully come, God sent forth his Son,
born of a woman, born under the law, to redeem those who were
under the law, so that we might receive adopt ion as sons.
And because you are sons, God has sent the Spirit of h3B Son
into our hearts, crying, nAbba! Father!" (Gal. 4:4-6).
As we have already discovered, God apparently had created men
for one purpose--to be His "sons. tr

He intended to raise them to

this level by offering them a portion of his nessence, 11 a "share

in

His holiness. n3l
But Paul, the apostle, proposes a logical communication problem.

After repeating God's ancient promise, "For 'everyone who calls

upon the name of the Lord will be saved; '" he ponders •••
But how are men to call upon him in whom they have not
believed: And how are they to believe in him of whom they
have not heard? And how are they to hear without a preacher?
And how can men preach unless they are sent? ••• So faith comes
from what is heard ••• (Romans 10:13-l5a, 17a).
The writer to the Hebrews also emphasizes that ....
••• whoever would draw near to God must believe he exists
and that he rewards those who seek him ••• without faith it is
impossible to please him (Heb. 11:6).
The 11 heroes 11 of Israel, indeed of the Bible, are men who
32
believed.
But, as Paul asks, how did they arrive at this point of
confidence; how could they believe in Him of whom they have not heard?
One should not be surprised at this dilemma.

It has been

observed before in the discussion of the communication process.

29underlining inserted.

30u

31see above, p. 41.

32 Hebrews 11.

·
·
· ,
naer1·in1ng
inser~ea.

The
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problem of vocabulary poses the problem of integrity, which naturally
leads to the importance of faith and the value of information--"How
they have not heard? 11
Indeed, in this investigation it has been ascertained that no
genuine communication can occur without some kind of "mutual" vocabulary.

It was also perceived that this

11

vocabulary 11 must ultimately

be built upon freely believed information or facts, presented or
confirmed by an interested communicator and somehow related to both
commu~icating

our fathers

parties.

the prophets ••• ll (Heb. 1: 1).

Evidently in order to initiate the communication process, God
to begin with simple facts of confirmed information.
of these

Some

contacts are described in Numbers:

And the Lord came down in a pillar of cloud, and stood at
the door of the tent, and called Aaron and Miriam; and they
both came forward. And he said, "Hear my words: If there is
a prophet among you, I the Lord make myself known to him in
a vision, I
with him in a dream. Not so with my servant
Moses; he is entrusted with all my house. With him I speak
mouth to mouth,
and not in dark
; and he beholds
the form of the Lord (Numbers 12:5-8a).
No explanation is given as to how God

11

talked 11 with these

people any more than there is as to how he communicated with Adam.
All that is known is that he could be

11

heard 11 1'vrnlking in the gar-

55
den.u33

Indeed, there may be a similarity between God's communication

with Adam and that with Noah--it is said of him that he 1\1alked with
God., 113 4

In fact, this may be the greatest testimony made of any of

the early men; ''Enoch walked with God. 0 35
Another early
ubuilt an altar. u36
altars.37

of contact noted

the altar.

And he offered "sacrifices. 11

Noah

Abraham built

He likewise received "wordn from God in a nvision, n38 by

"signs, n39 and "messengers; ti40 a.s well as other unidentified means
and unusual events.
The Lord "appeared 11 to Isaac.
"spoke; n42 he

wrestled 11 with a

11

also erected altars.
~

,

Resume of

Earl~

11

41

Jacob

11

dreamed u and God

man" whom he called nGod; n4 3 and

Joseph was led by God in dreams.

1~4

Patriarchs

At this juncture it seems important to attempt to interpret
these recorded "communications n from God in the light of the stated
definition.
It has been determined that God ultimately wants to

11

share"

Himself with men--to ucommunicate 11 Himself to them in a very intimate

33Genesis

4
3 Genesis 6:9.

3:8.

3 6Genesis 8:20.

37Genesis 12:7,8; 13:4; 18.

38Genesis 15:1.

39Genesis 15:17.

41

42Genesis 28:10-22.

Genesis 26:2.

35Genesis 5:22,24 ..

44Genesis
. 37:37; 5-11.

40

aenesis 18.
4~

JGenesis 32:24-30.
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fashion.

But, if they are to remain uncoerced, research has detected
they are to "choose, 11

that this needs to be an independent choice.
they must have

11

information. 11 45

If they are to have "information,

11

it is presumed that it must come from God; for He is the only One who
is knowledgeable in this matter.

But that seems to put God in the

monopoly propaganda" position. L~ 6

11

So, in order to lead man to the intended
standinB; and participation, 11 God

11

11

reciprocal under-

established 11 a simple but "clearly
with Himself, which,

mutually comprehended

11

if

properly received," could ultimately bring about the desired
result.

47
Man's basic

11

freedom,

11

therefore, was

letting him !!choose" his god.

11

protected 11 by God in

But God also protected Himself and the

ultimate communication, by providing the possibility of
or

11

11

referred"

confirmed information from whatever man's choice might be.
This was accomplished by placing man in a !!perfect 11 physical

setting with ample provision for management and creative development
and then making only one demand; which was in the terms of his
environment (on the edge of his natural, conscious experiences)-11But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat,
for ••• you shall die 11 (Gen. 2: 16-17).
Evidently God was providing a relationship in which His goodness and provision would elicit appreciation and recognition in

45 See above, p. 26.
47see above, pp. 24, 37.

46 see above, p. 23.
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belief and obedience.
If man had "obeyed" the
edged God as his God.

11

law,

11

he would have thereby acknowl-

Apparently only then, on the basis of this

"faith," could God have begun to safely and freely describe Himself
to man, define man to Himself and "share" Himself and His great

purposes.48

But man did not "obey."

He chose to be his own

11

god; 11

thereby reflecting on the integrity of the Creator as well as assuming an impossible responsibility.
Hardly realizing what he had done, man was seeming to coerce
God.

This act, then, had the necessary effect of changing not only

the outer environment or relationship of man ("sent ••• forth from the
garden 11) ; but also his inner environment (he was "afraid, 11 ashamed
and defensively suspicious-- 11The woman whom thou gavest to be with
. o f tne
'
me, s h e gave me f ruit
tree, ••• ") 49

This change created a great deal of

11

noise 11 problem for the

continuing "transmission" of the message and necessitated a negative
vocabulary in the interrelationship also; because of the basic lack
of confidence.
But, as we. have noted, God's nline" of communication had been
"dynamic," protecting not only the integrity of man but also that of
the message; so that even the negative result proved that God had
spoken the

11

truth" and therefore confirmed. the information that God

48Hebrews 11:6; note p. 53 above.

49 Genesis 3:23 and 8-13.

must be God.

In fact, the

11

death 11 which He had foretold as a con"point 11 of communica-

sequence of disobedience 1 seems to be the
to Noah.

tion from

born and died.50

About all that is recorded is that men were

Possibly redundancy?

But God continues to strive to nestablish" in the mind of men
the truth

is God, the author(ity),

confidence and choice.

attempting to motivate

Noah was called upon to

11

believe 11 God in

of much apparent practical, physical evidence to the contrary.5 1
Noah ufound favor in the eyes of the Lord; 11 he
"did all that God commanded him.n5 2

And

with God;" and
Noah believed God on

the basis of only a small amount of confirmed information and was
to

11

trust 11 for the rest.

Later Patriarchs
too had to be challenged at this point of the faith
reletionship.
And he Abraham
Lord; and he reckoned it to
him as righteousness (Genesis 15 ).
"By myself have I sworn, says the Lord, because you have
done this, and have not withheld your son, your only son, I
will indeed bless you, and I will multiply your descendants
as the stars of heaven and as the sand which is on the seashore. And your descendants shall possess the gate of their
enemies, and by your descendants shall all the nations o~
the earth be blessed, because you have obeyed my voice. 11 /3
This man Abraha.m is more remarkable than most realize.

50Genesis 4-6:8.

51

~

Genesis b:9-22.

Much

is 6:8,9,22.

53Genesis 22:16-18; with alternate reading in verse 18.
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evidence points to the fact that he came from and lived among people
who were under the influence of innumerable dieties.

One of the

writers in Dummelow's Commentary tells of the discovery of a clay tablet from approximately the time and place of Abraham.

On each side

of the tablet were six columns, every one containing more than 150
lines.

On almost every line was the name of a diety.

had human form and all the human foibles.

These "gods t1

It is hardly any wonder

that Abraham and his associates faced such confusion and immorality
among the people of their

54

It was in such an environment that Abraham nbelieved God.u

He

heard, believed and obeyed that nFather 11 who has, according to the
rfow

Testament, always been seeking such to worship Rim in "spirit

and in truth. u55
God, then, seems to accelerate the process of communication
great promises, including a

0

son of promise,n Isaac.

56

Having a believing man, evidently made possible a renewed relationship of positive communication.
Nor is it merely a coincidence that God arbitrarily chooses the
younger of Abraham's grandsons, Jacob; rather than his older brother,
Esau to carry on the line of the "promise. n57

54

J. R. Dummelow, ed., ~ Commenta:r/ £.£ the Holy Bible (New
York: The ~.iacmillan Company, 1908), p. xvii.

55-2:.-•,
rb·d
... J oh n 4 : 24 •
p. xviii,;
57Genesis 25:19-26.

56Ge nesis
. 21 : 1- 3
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R~sume

of Later Patriarchs
But even for these

11

ancient 11 ones the initial communicating

test was in the "framework 11 of a clearll defined relationship; which
drew on elements from their environment and promised blessing only for
belief or reception evidenced by participation or obedience.5 8
Through these covenant- 11 codes 11 and the obedient response of
these men, God was able to begin to build a proper '1definition 11 of
Himself and of man's privilege of relationship to Him.
understood by any who would
and that He always does
in Him

~

11

~

11

He

It could be

hearn and "believe: 11 that God is God
sal~

(Adam); that those who believed

saved 11 and "blessed" (Noah); furthermore, that God

was "promisins_" something for "all the nations of the earth" (Abrathe descendents of
the way God would choose (Jacob).

the man Abraham,

So, it can be observed, that God was not only working to establish a relationship with just one individual or even one family;
He was evidently beginning to create the vocabulary through which He
could communicate to the whole world.
Though Abraham was called

11

the friend of God, 1159 he as one indi-

vidual was not ncomplete 11 enough to be the
11

necessary information for God's final

11

resevoir 11 of all the

promise, 11 or

word."

11

58Genesis 9:1-17; 22:15-18.
59Jnmes 2·.23:. II Chroni·cles ?Q·7·
and Is a-a
i h 41 : 8 •
~
Q

•

..

•

,
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Process Through Law
In the law, it would be a group, not just one individual who
had to ubelieve. n

For bearing the burden of such a responsibility,

Israel was to have blessings never to be afforded any other nation.
But if they did not properly regard the goodness of God, they would
still be used by Him, even as Adam, to

11

prove 11 that His statements

were true because they were confirmed by fact.
God's purpose was that they become a unit, an organism of
communication: a "kingdom of priests; u "a holy nation; 1160 ua people
holy to the Lord; fl "chosen for his own possession; u6l "the people of
God" with whom he was willing to dwell. 62
The same relationship through covenant-promise which had been
established with Adam, Noah and Abraham, was therefore enlarged to
include a nation.

The Law became the ucode, ti a "custodian, n as Paul

describes it 63--a guardian and a guide.

A guardian, in the sense of

a standard to continue to protect the integrity of the Name and authority of God and His message as He identified Himself intimately with
men; a guide in the sense of becoming a framework within which God
could also continue to communicate with them His relationship to them,

60
62
61Deuteronomy 14:1-2.
Leviticus 26:12.
Exodus 19:6.
63
The word is 11 schoolmasteru in the Authorized Version. Burton
Scott Easton in an article, 11Schoolmastern in the International Standard Bible Encyclopedia (Grand Rapids, Mich: Wm. B. Eerdmans PubIIShing Co., 1939), IV, 2702; believes it should be "tutor. n His description of the Eaidagogos, led to the words guardian and ~ide. This
comes from Galatians 3:24-25 and Exodus 20:20.
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their relationship to Him and His ultimate purpose for them and the
world.
Now God was going to set these basic ideas into a code by
which they would be established in the life and continuing history of
a nation.

From the New TQstament vantage point it can be seen that

God began to let one people

11

dramatize,

11

in their history, who He

was and what He wanted to do in and through all men.

Jesus llsummed up" the whole law and the prophets by quoting
significant verses from them for a group of Pharisees and their
spokesman. 64
And he said to him, nYou shall love the Lord your God
with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all
your mind. This is the great and first commandment. 6 5 And
a second is like it, You shall love your neighbor as yourself. 66 On these two commandments depend all the law and
the prophets.
t<\nd so it i;·rns, there were at the center of the law, ten words-a Decalogue.

The first four defined man's relationship to God, as

the only God. 67

The next six defined man's relationship to man,

.
• 68
un d er t ,nis
one Goa.

All the remainder of the code was a

11

spelling

out 11 of this basic vocabulary.
God took great pains to explain Himself as

tthew 22: 34-40.

6

one; 1169 as a spirit-

5r1atthew 22: 37 from Deuteronomy 6: 5.

66Hatthew 22:39 from Leviticus 19:18.
68Exodus 20:12-17.

11

69neuteronomy 6:4.

67Exodus 20:1-11.

ual being--idolatry and crude anthropomorphisms were absolutely condemned.

11

They were to know that He is

holy, 11 "righteous 11 and '~ust. u70

It was also important for them to understand that He is
ing, 11 "merciful, u and "forgiving. n7l

11

longsuffer-

As He led tbem out of Egypt He

wrote into the very fibre of the nation the fact that He was the
redeemer-deliverer.7

2

Possibly the most significant idea communicated was that since
He is holy, He requires them to be holy.

As Dummelow puts it, God

established an "indissoluble bond between religion and morality.73

Nor was this holiness merely static.

They were called upon to be

just, righteous and kind in their relationship to other men.

A very

complete moral "code u was pronounced, dealing with slaves,
, property, strangers, money lending, etc.

Holiness was ult-

described not only in man's relationship to God, but more
specifically in his responsibility to himself and other men.
Leviticus records God's willingness to associate ·with them and
describes the proper "way of approach" to Him.
hibitions and

The multitude of pro-

apparently intend to reveel to them their

present negative rela.tionship to God and their resultant need of a
reconciler.
code;

Though they declare themselves ready to obey God in this
do not, and so very soon feel the need of assistance as

70Exodus 3:5; Leviticus 20:7.

72Exodus 6:6.

73numme 1 ow,
r
op.

71Exodus 15:13; 20:6; 34:6-7.
•t

~·'

..
Po xvii.
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did their ancestors.

7l;

Newer ideas such as that of a prophey:, a spokesman for God;
and 9ediator, a spokesman for man are also carefully nwritten 11 into
the life and work of their leader, Moses. 75

Moses likewise becomes

the referent for, embodies such concepts as: redeemer-leader, judge,
commander-in-chief, ordainer of priests and definer of kings.76
The tabernacle, the dress and ritual of the priests--each
present the vocabulary of

11

spiritual 11 communion.

Orderliness and

cleanliness in relationship are spelled out in their sanitation and
. 1 1aws. 77
socia

God is always shown as wanting and therefore being

the !!first" and the "best. 11 78
But, on the other hand, God so completely identifies Himself
with them and their concepts that He nclothes" Himself with a ncloud 11
on the mountain of Law, and in their travel; He manifests His presark" box; He

11

roars 11 in the thunder of Sinai and "fills"

their tabernacle with His

11

presence. 11 79

ence in the

11

God

them that if they will 1\valk in 11 these "statutes"

He will bless them and their land, and protect them from their enemies llforever, 11 but if they will not listen to Him, He must desolate

74Numbers 21.
75Exodus 32:11-14; Numbers 16:48; Deuteronomy 5:5; 10:7-29.
76neuteronomy 17:14 ff.; Leviticus 8:10 ff.; Exodus 18:13; 17:15.
77Mostly Leviticus.

78Exodus 34: 18-25 and others.

79Exodus l;0:34-35; Numbers 8:89; Exodus 25:22; 19:6; 13:21.
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them and turn them over to their enemies. 80
Through Law

Resume of

Thus it has been observed that in the idea of the Law, there
is a continued call to faith and fellowship; founded now on a considerable body of manifestly confirmed information and rapidly growing
vocabulary.

In spite of the neglect and inadequacy of Israel to

properly comprehend or follow the Law, it had nevertheless become
their framework of relationship to God on the basis of the faithfulness of the few.

And from this there was even a growing sense of

appreciation and participation among some.
Whatever the case, it was now certainly a source of a great
variety of material to be used in transmission--entropy was reduced
to a minimum; redundancy was possible without monotony; there were
growing numbers of specific referents for certain basic ideas.

But

total response and participation were needed to consummate, to
communicate this
Process

11

truth. 11

the
God's exceeding patience and longsuffering are clearly con-

firmed in the next fifteen hundred years of history.

During the per-

iod of occupation of the land under Joshua, they specifically disobeyed by not destroying all the idols and by keeping some of the
spoil of battle for themselves, in addition to other things.
led them into a period when they were described by the phrase,

80Leviticus 26:1-45.

This
11

every

man did that which was

in his own eyes. 11

81

Were it not for God's mercy in "coming upon"
and women to

t

1

82

certain men

raise them up 11 as deliverers, the history of these

people would surely have closed at that time.
Out of their exasperation e.nd recognition of the need for
consistent lee.dership and mutual protection, they clamoured for a
king.

God sent them kings; finally delivered them and when the king

believed and obeyed, rapidly expanded their wealth and power beyond
their expectation.
In their new hour of temptation, God sent them prophets who
reminded them of the requirements of the Law, God's organ of communicat ion.

But as they more and more neglected the Law and submitted

to the expediencies of the day, the "men of God announced God's
"necessary 11 judgment, &oom and desolation.
Prophets like Amos and Hosea not only reasserted the moral
claims of Jehovah in reference to Israel; but as Israel was disciplined by other nations, they began to introduce the idea of the
provision of God for all men.

These men continually strove to show
83
the people the divine meaning of their history.
They called them
to repent; to remember the consistent confirmed facts which God had
given; they read "righteous judgment 11 in the movement of the surround-

81 Judges 17:6; 21:25.

82 Judges and I Samuel.

83Amos 9:7; Isaiah 2:2-3; 19:1e-25.
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ing nations. 84
So, when the nation ran head-long toward desolation and
exile, God was still able to transmit the "deeper" significance of
the Law.

As Micah denounced the wrongs of the people and predicted

the downfall of Jerusalem, he also

11

looked 11 for another 1tking 11 like

David who would restore their lost glory.d5
Isaiah declared that only a "remnant u could escape the punishment which was about to fall upon the people, but he too believed
in a ubetteru kingdom ruled by Immanuel, the Prince, the

11

shoot out

of the stock of Jesse. n e6

Resume of the Process in ~ Prophets

'~aithu was still the basic issue.e7 They did not believe God.
But for their good and the ultimate communication of His purpose, God
had to demand their adherence to His commands. 88
Each t'jot and tittle" was important in His self-communication. d9
It was the whole and
His messa.ge.

11

perfectedn Law that fully communicated God and

If He had let one thing slip, there would have been

a perversion of their understanding of His "nature 11 and His desired
relationship to men-- 11He could not deny Himself .,90

84Jeremiah 12-15; Ezekiel 16 and 20; Jeremiah 44.
85Micah 3:12; 5:2 ff. 86 Jeremiah 7:3; 13-16; 9:67; 11:1-10.
S7Romans 3:1-4; Hebrews 4:1-2.
tl9Matthew 5:lo.,

08Romans 3:L~; Psalm 51:4.,

90rJumbers 20:10-12; II Timothy 2:13.
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One can also perceive the process of redundancy as all the
basic concepts of the Law were reitterated over and over by the prophets, kings and events in the life of the nation; whether the people
believed or not:

God's unity and authority; His patience and mercy;

His justice and holiness; His provision and protection; their need of
Him and their basic rebellion against Him; His willingness to forgive,
receive, restore and even inhabit them.
Indeed, it was in this setting of their national disintegration
and despair, that God had f:i.nally been able to begin to more adequately purify and spiritualize the meaning of their national life.
Process in the Old Testament
----- - -- -----

Resume of

So one sees that

the necessary vocabularl for communica-

tion was by this time nwoven" into the tlfibre 11 of their national
life.
All the elements and problems of the communication science
which research has described, are illustrated in the recorded
association of God with man as focused in the Old Testament.
God's ultimate goal, it has been ascertained, was to inhabit
men for the purpose of making them individual and collective partici-

pants in His activity.
In order to accomplish this without coercion it was necessary
to establish a
with man.

This He initiates through a clearly stated 11word 11 of pro-

hibition..

If this one

word 11 had been accepted, believed, then the

11
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integrity of God as author(itl) and of man as receiver would have
been confirmed, established and God could have used this environment
of mutual confidence (adequate comprehension) to continue to enlarge
the communicating vocabulary.
But, the Man, did not believe or would not accept the "wordn
of God and so impugned the integrity of God and thereby disintegrated
himself.

Were it not for an evidently very significant motive of

interest and purpose on the part of God--this act by man would pro-

bably have been the end of the

11

But God had established a

human 11 nexperiment. 11
11

dynamic 11 relationship so that even

man's initial and continued unbelief are used as a persevering
environment of relationship, though
From this point God was observed as both attempting to establish an integrated

ith relationship with man, and build an adequate

vocabulary for His proposed self communication.
It was shown that the contemporary concepts of encodins, trans-

mission, redundancy, entropy could be used in describing the divine
process of establishing vocabularx, maintaining

inte~rity,

faith, confirming information and stimulatip.g

elicitin~

or motion toward

----

reception.
It was also demonstrated that when there was
a J.ivinl£

reception

oq~anism

through which

He could

and union.

---
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THE OUTWORKING OF GOD 1 S PLAN IN THE NEW TESTAMENT

IV.

Thus far in the investigation of the Scripture, it has been
discovered that the age-long purpose of God has been to dwell in
His

irit.

~

It likewise has been observed that God has carefully

communicated into the life of one nation the whole vocabulary necessary to convey to all men this divine goal.

But it also has been

demonstrated that an idea to have real meaning, to be fully com, must be shown to have a referent; it must be confirmed or
Thus one looks again to the New Testament to see the Law
consummated •

••• Jesus, who though he was in the form of God, did not
count equality with God a
to be grasped, but emptied
himself, taking the form of a servant, being born in the likeness of men
2:6-7).

This was the event toward which all previous history evidently
had moved.

God, Himself, in the Son, "stepped do-vm 11 into His creation,

"became flesh and dwelt among us ••• 111
It was "when the time had fully comet! that "God sent forth His
Son, born of a woman, born under the law ••• 112
11

•••

to redeem those who were under the

And the purpose?

so that we might receive

adoption as sons."3

1 John 1:14.

3Galatians 4:5.

2Galatians 4:4.
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How was He to be recognized?
uScriptures n
··

~ney

If they truly understood the

would know Him "because," Jesus declared, " ••• it is

4
thtb
a
ear w1•t ness t o me. n
In the same discourse Re challenged them with •••
1
'. ••

If you believed Moses, you would believe me, for he
wrote of me. But if you do not believe his writings, how will
you believe my words?n (John 5:46-47).
At the synagogue in His

His neighbors by

11

home town 11 of Nazareth, Jesus startled

from the prophet Isaiah certain statements

which were traditionally interpreted to refer to the

~..essiah;

and then

He announced, nToday this scripture has been fulfilled in your hear-

115
'.rhese people of .His

11

many others were "amazed. n
n

11

own country" were not impressed.

But

For with nauthority and power .. He ncom-

spoketl and "taught. !I

He even became famous in the region.

6

So, if they did not believe Him by H:i.s words, they should have

been alerted by His actions.

He gave them ample opportunity.

God had established certain
11

u

or "symbols 11 by which His

Son 11 could be recognized, only a very few of which can be included

in this brief analysis.
Once, when John the Baptist sent some of his disciples to ask

you he who is to come, or shall we look for another?"

4John 5:39.
6Luke 4:36-37; Matthew 7:28-29.

5Luke 4:16-30.
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Jesus answered them, 11 Go and tell John what you hear and
see: the blind receive their sight and the lame
lepers
are cleansed and the deaf hear, and the dead are raised up, and
the poor have good news preached to them. i\nd blessed is he
who takes no offense at me. 11 7
These were portions of Isaiah which prophesied of uHim who
was

to come. 11
In fact, Jesus evidently became almost exasperated by His

people's blindness.
It was the feast of the Dedication at Jerusalem; it was
winter, and Jesus was walking in the temple, in the portico of
Solomon. So the Jews
round him and said to him, "How
long will you keep us in suspense? If you are the Christ, tell
us plainly. 11 Jesus answered them, "I told you, and you do not
believe. The works that I do in my Father's name, they bear
witness to me, but you do not believe, because you do not
to my
sheep hear my voice, and I know them,
and they follow me; and I give them eternal life, and
shall never perish, and no one shall snatch them out of my
hand.
Father, who has given them to me, is greater than
all, and no one is able to snatch them out of the Father's
hand. I and the Father are one. 11
The Jews took up stones again to stone him. Jesus answered
have shown you many
works from the Father; for
which of these do you stone me? The Jews answered him,
sto..!l§:_ you for no good work but for blasphem;v because zou,
beins ~ ~' make ;y:o_urself God. 11 Jesus answered them, "Is it
not written in your law, 'I said, you are gods'
If he called
them gods to whom the word of God came (and scripture cannot
be broken), do you say of him whom the Father consecrated and
sent into the world, 'You are blaspheming, ' because I said,
'I am the Son of God'? If I am not doing the works of my
Father, then do not believe me; but if I do them, even though
you do not believe me, believe !!!Z works, that you ~ know
and understand that the Father is in me and I in the Father. 11 8

7Matthew 11:2-6.
8 John 10:22-39.

Quoted from Isaiah 35:5-6; 61:1.
Underlining inserted.

That crowd of Pha.risees tried to ttarrest" Him but He "escaped
from their hands. 11
A few believed Him but most (even His disciples) finally forsook Him.

As Isaiah had sensed He was tta man of sorrows and acquainted

with grief .... u9
But it was mostly the religious and political leaders of Judaism who recognized in Jesus a threat to their security and leadership
and turned the people against Him.

10

As He broke their traditions

and astonished the people with His teaching, they accused Him of
plotting to destroy their Law.
Jesus replied,
uThink not that I have come to abolish the law and the
prophets; I have come not to abolish them but to fulfill them.
For truly, I say to you, till heaven and earth pass away, not
an iota, not a dot, will pass from the law until all is accomplished (Matt .. 5:17-18). 11
Actually, Jesus' teaching
purify and

the effect of continuing to

the work and purpose of the Law.

'1¥ou have heard that it was said to the men of old, 'You
shall not kill; and whoever kills shall be liable to judgment. '
But I say to you that every one who is angry with his brother
be liable to judgment; whoever insults his brother shall
be liable to the council, and whoever says, 'You fool!'
be liable to the
of fire" (¥Jatt. 5:21-22).
The real problem was their misunderstanding of their own
scriptures.
when God had

They comprehended them to be an end in themselves,
them to be

the basic tools of further

10
i:'1atthew 27 :20.

idols,

II

c

L.ev:tticus

75
This apparent conflict between Christ and the

L~w

continued

and became a major source of problem in the early church.

All because

those to whom it was given had missed the purpose of the Law.
As we have noted, the Jewish leaders had become so captivated
the prospect of future

11

power 11 and "glory" and in keeping the

minute laws and traditions in order to

this to pass; they had

become ublind" to many things. 1 3
Actually, Paul declared, the Law had not been intended as an
instrument of "righteousness 11 at all; but rather as a revealer of
sin. 14

The

fl

Law came in to increase the t respass ••• 1!15

The Law wa,s their
that

11

schoolmaster 11 "to bring 11 them "to Christ, 11

"might be justified

faith. n

16

It had uncovered

sinful, "covetous 11 hearts in the blazing l
love. 1 7

and

It left them condemned.

ir

of God's holy, just

18

The yearly sin-

were obviously iielpless against

offerings, feasts, sacrifices,
such flwickedness. 111 9
God

could

2:17-24.

s

and even then someone must bear

14Rornans 3:20; 7:7.

l5Romans 5:20.

ians 3:24.

7:7-9; 1:20; Job 25:4; Leviticus 11:44.
18

Romans 3:9,19

l9Hebrews 9:1-10; 10:1; Colossians 1:21.
5:2L
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the consequences of the Law for God dare not seem to deny Himself.
the Law, to

Christ came, then, to
to

types and

'

beer all its penalties, 2 4 to

other

,

33 the

Re cone

20

The King _, of Whom all

had

been communicat

Redeemer-Deliverer)

He was the

of whom

23 to

ell its customs,

into

8tld

all its

all its

2 7 "'h p . t
T e
ries ,

' t ,
He was ·The P ropne

21

the

the

former had been

div-

ine
, it has been

The

Romans 3:3;

23

to estab-

had been

iens 3:

3:17-26; Galatians 3:13;

; 4

3

; Isaie.h 53:

II

0·
.,,/.

5:6.

; 4:

2 :27'
John 1~:9

27Acts

3:17-26; 7:37;

1:3; 2:9.

7:21-25.

8:5; 9:

10:1.

2:5; Hebrews 8:6.

:i4
.J

I John 1+:9.

:15,
31E
.
1 : ~7 •
phesians
33colossians 1:17-23.
35colossians 2:17 •

2:

;
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lish the necessary
36
11
better 11
things.

ined relationship with man to lead Him on to
Jesus therefore was the end of the Law37 and the

of faith, 38 the new

11

covenant, u

39

the new point of relation-

ship in the continuing st;ream of God's self disclosure. 40
But as has been stated, the Law, to have any temporal meaning,
must have a referent, a fulfiller.

Until the consummation of the Law,

one must technically obey all of it to show one's belief in it and
verify its communicating information.

Therefore all it could do for

humans was to expose them and point beyond.
But when Christ came, He completed it, fulfilled it in Himself; He took its place.

No longer were men to place their confi-

deuce in the Law by obedience, but now they ·were to believe

Christ

in order that the "just requirement of the lawn could, by His Spirit J

"be.fulfilledfl in them! 41
Jesus, The Pioneer and Perfecter

Faith

Jesus Christ not only fulfilled the Law, but was also the
42
4~
"pioneer and perfecter"
of faith, the "captain of our salvation. 11 ....

36Hebrews 7:19,22; 8:6; 9:23.

37Romans 10:4.

38Romans 10:1-13; Galatians 3:24; Acts 13:38-39.
39Hebrews 8:1-13.
41

Romans 8:1-17; 1:17.

43Hebrews 2 :10.

40
42

John 1:1; 14; 18.
Hebrews 12:2.
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His life became the New Testament, the new covenant, code
vocabulary of communication.

In His life He described and estab-

lished the standard, the pattern of His followers' ministry:
seeldng and serving in the environment of mutual love.

be a new way.
4
Sp1..r1.·t.~ 5

44 It was to

"slaves, 11 but friends, sons, heirs, through

No
n•11 th"
il.ngs

46
·
were thel.rs.
His death they

Even His disciples could not

were thrown into consternation--they had not comprehended the spiritual vocabulary. 47
And

did not really

How

the Spirit came

them for further

of the "promise.

God,

in me,n

•

Faith was still the

consternated

407

the
And to

tinued.

.

:10-14;

'

issue •

r

11
•••

22:24-27; I John.

3:21-23.
:46-52; Luke

48

40

John 13-17;

"John

:1 ..

21.~:13-25.

above p.

had

u50 Jesus had con-

8 :14·-17; John

46

1148

had assured the

ears He

20

in. 11

this truth, comforting

Christ

and

0

l~o.

14:6.

He who

has seen me has seen the Father ••• 11 51
11

Believe me that I am in the Father and the Father in me; or

else

me for the sake of the works
Then He

,

to lead them toward the

11

He asserted. 52

upromise of the

Father. 11
truly, I say to you, he who believes in me will
also do the works that I do, and
works than these
he do because I go to the
Whatever you ask in
my name I will do it, that the Father may be
in
the Son; i f you ask
in my name, I will do it.
If you love me you will 11:eep my commandments. And I
will pray the Father, and he will
you another Counsellor,
to be with you for ever, even the Spirit of truth, whom
world cannot recei:ve, because it neither sees him nor knows
him; you know him, for he dwells with you and shall be in
you (Jn. 14:12-17).
I will not
you desolate; _! will ~ to you.53
this Jesus spoke of His
to nsee n

ual ins

of the Son in the

; their
11

their

spirit-

because He lives; the indwel-

their

in Him and He in

and the manifestation of the Son to those who
disciples asked how would Re manifest

But,

to

them and not the rest of the world?
This feedback gives Jesus an opportunity for some more valuable £edundancy.
If a man loves me, he will keep my word, and my Father

51 John
53John 14:18;

54John 14:19-21.

52 John 14:11.
inserted.
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will l~ve ~im, and -we will come to him to me,ke our abode
with him. 5
They are introduced age.in to

11

the promise."

It is

Counselor, the Holy Spirit" who will make all this possible.
will "teach 11

not be

11

Father., 11

His "peace n is the parting

troubled. 11

Yes, He is going

11

He

They need

awayt1 from them, but nto the

These conce;ets He plants so that when

take place

there would already be a neucleus vocabulary for definition and
explanation;5

6

even as the Father-God had selected, refined, defined

comprehended.

works than He. 57
He

to

evenings' activities
feet.

this meant.

:Now

In fact, Ile had opened the

becoming their servant and washing their

So, also He reminds them that

"true" vine and submit to the

11

must abide in Rim as the

vinedresser 's n prun.ing in order that

they may bear umuch fruitn for the Father's gloriJ.

of Christ was to be the reward for such participation

"full" joy
11

in 11 Him and

the Father.59
Their new found njoy, 11 position and power must be tempered
the "love n which Jesus describes as the central commandment of His

55John 14:23-24.,

56John 14:25-31.

57John 14:12.

58John 13:3-17; Luke 22:27.

59John 15:1-11; Hebrews 12:2.
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way.

And this nlove 11 is defined

giving His life.

~

Him--by His love for them in

They a.re now His friend, and He will

His life

for His friends in order that these whom He has chosen may
and bear "fruit., 1160

11

go out 11

He leads the way--He is the pioneer and per-

fecter.
this point they are warned not to be shocked if they are
hated by the world.
the world.

The world does not love those who are not of

They will be no different tha.n their "master. 11

He was hated, they will be hated.
ness.

Since

But this must not stop their wit-

The coming Counselor who nproceeds from the Father" will

still witness to the ·world and so must they. 6l
Jesus said all this to keep them from being discouraged and
"falling away, 11 to strengthen them and

them adequate vocabulary

or information by which to perceive and use their

experiences.

It is so much easier to bear and understand the things which are
expected.

62
so Jesus continues to gently introduce them to the Holy

S£irit who will come to abide

in~

as Counselor

and~)

and who will convince the world of its sin, of His righteousness and
of the coming judgment.

Even as Jesus was comforting them at that

time, so would He in the future by His Spirit.

60 John 15:12-17.
62 John :1,4.

61

~John

15:18-27.

63John 16.
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and then the "Holy Spirit" would take the place of the "schoolmaster"
of the Law.
The climax of this "hour" was Jesus' prayer for them.

This

terrified, confused group of men were about to be thrust out on
their own.

God was about to place on them the awful responsibility

of communicating to the whole world the Eromise which He had made in
Himself before the world began; the fruit of centuries of hoping,
living and dying was about to be fulfilled.

He seemed to be begin-

ning then for their benefit His mediatorial ministry. 6 4
They were about to discover that even as the law was only a
means to an end, so was Christ's earthly ministry.
He was
only hope. 65

11

with 11 them but would be "in" them--this was their

As God had clothed Himself in Israel and more perfectly

in Christ; now He would be

11

h6

£ormed 11 in them."'

Thez were to be the witnesses, 6 7 the lights,68 the ministers.
world must see their good works and slorify their Father in
70

They were to become as one under the Law that they might win
those under the Law; as one outside the Law to those outside the Law

64 John 17; I Timothy 2:5.

65 John 17: 26.

66 Galatians 4:19.

67Acts 1:8.

2:15.

5:16; John 15:8.

20: 26.
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that they might win those outside the Law; to the weak as weak.
They were to be all things to all men that by all means they might
save some. 71
With the

11

promise of the Fathern 72 dwelling within, they, as

sons of God, would be able to take

~

their cross, like the Master;

and through particiEation in His suffering carrz £!! His ministry;
sharing with the world the spiritual messa!j?e and life which before
had been hidden in God--they would be a living organism, the new
temple of God, the contemporary "body of Christ."

V.

.

,
RESUME OF THE PROCESS IN THE BIBLE

Thus this investigation has gone the full circle, starting with
the

11

promise of the Father" it attempted to discover whether God's

activity in association with man could be described in the terminology of the contemporary science of communication.
that this could clearly be done.

It was discovered

Next it was demonstrated that in

the events and teaching of both the Old and New Testament, one not
only has the record of God's self-revelation, but also the divine and
logical pattern of this communication; which when finally concluded,
was seen to result in the actual fulfillment of the 1tpromise 11 of God
as

He

shared Himself in, with and through men by the Spirit.

711 Corinthians 9:19-23.

7 2 see above, p. 40.

CRAFTER N

THE SUM!'fiARY Al"\JD CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER IV

THE SUMMli.RY AND CONCLUSIONS
I.

SUM.MARY

The aim of this investigation has been to discover something
of the concept of Biblical Communication in order to relate it to
the understanding of our contemporary responsibility of Christian
education.
After careful study in the semantics of the word and its
contemporary use,

11

communication 11 was defined as: the purposeful

establishment of a clearly defined, mutually comprehended relationship in order to share one's self freely with someone else; which
if properly received, results in a common organism of reciprocal
understanding and participation.
Some of the currently defined procedures of the communication
concept were then delineated, such as:
redundancy, entropy, and reception.

encoding, noise, transmission;

These were observed to be pre-

requisites to the establishing of any basic communication relationship.

It was determined that they were quite distinguishable in

the process of God's association with man.
It was also demonstrated that there are certain problems or
principles which emerge out of the communication concept.
e;cpressed as:
and motive.

These were

vocabulary, integrity, faith, information, referent,
These were likewise manifested to be discernable in the

86
Divine Communication.
It was then shown that, in the light of the definition, God
had a purpose; and this goal was defined as a desire to share Himself with man by imparting His Spirit to them.
Next it was revealed that God consistently sought to establish
with man a clearly defined, mutually comprehended relationship: as
in the cases of Adam, Noah, Abraham, the Children of Israel and finally
Christ.
God was also clearly seen as permitting uncoerced decision
in all the initial response to His authority.
Proper reception or faith was likewise revealed to be the
by which God created with man an intimate relationship which might

be described as a common organism of reciprocal understanding and
participation:

as in the Law, the Church and the Spirit-filled,

fulfilled, perfected individual.

II.

CONCLUSIONS

1. That the concept and process of communication is exceedingly

complex.
2. That since God is the creator and initial communicator, He,
is the initiator of the capacity, necessity and process
communication.
3. That this fact makes His procedure in communication of
exceeding importance to those who are
about Him.

to share information
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4. That He has in one of His communication instruments, the
Bible, presented the basic principles of communication.

5. That these principles might be described as, essentially:
Motivation - the prerequisite purpose or desire necessary
to the initiation of any sharing.
Referent - the requirement of a clear definition to
insure comprehended sharing.
Information - the necessity of mutual comprehension as
the basis of mutual confidence.
~ - the requisite belief in self and others necessary
before there is willingness to share; the foundation of ~
gration.

Integrity - the indispensability of mutual freedom in the
process of sharing.
Vocabulary - the consequent organism created by the proper
reception of communication which results in reciprocal underand partici~io~.
6. That because these principles emerge from the association of

God with man, they are at the core of all communication and education,
including Christian education.

7. That the Church, therefore, has vast responsibility in
creating the proper environment and using adequate vocabulary for
sharing God.
8. That the Scriptures give us not only principles but also
illustrate the process of communication - The careful encoding of
the intended message; the sensitive listening to feedback for adequate
evaluation of code and transmission; the proper consideration of
environment of the receiver and the adequacy of the transmitter
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to carry the intended message; the thoughtful consideration of the
kind, level, quality and adequacy of the receiver for the intended
sing, resaying, reliving--

transmission; the patient redundant

all in order to insure mutual comprehension and proper reception.

9. That ultimately the only true measure of adequate communifree, reciprocal

cation is the evidence of common organism in will
understanding and participation.

10. That ultimate "truth" is personal, dynamic, living; for
God shares Himself, not mere knowledge of

or things related

to Himself.

11. That the larger and more diverse the organism, if properly
related to its author(ity), the

the resources for commu-

nicating such an intricate and complex concept as the Divine.
III.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FlJRTHER STUDY

1. This study, itself needs to be perfected.
be more

There needs to

writing and discussion in the field of Biblical

philosophy and
2. This study has implications in the field of theology that
to be

--especially revelation and inspiration and

possibly also the nature of God, of man and salvation.

3. From such studies should emerge the
be

ied and

teaching methods and tools,

in the

which can
tical;i areas of

evangelism, missions, and
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pastoring.
4. There should be some insight from this paper relative to
the problem of constructing instruments of evaluation for the materials, methods and results of Christian outreach.
5. This research should probably not only be sharpened, but
also compared to other contemporary approaches in the field of the
philosophy of education and of Christian education.
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